"Surely the Lord God will do nothing without revealing His secret to His servants the prophets." Amos 3:7. Amp.

"But that when the days come when the trumpet call of the seventh angel is about to be sounded, then God's mystery (His secret design, His hidden purpose), as He had announced the glad tidings to His servants the prophets, should be fulfilled (accomplished, completed)." Rev 10:7. Amp.

"Jesus answered, Even if I do testify on My own behalf, My testimony is true and reliable and valid, for I know where I came from and where I am going; but you do not know where I come from or where I am going." John 8:14. Amp.

Are we able to truly say "I know where I came from and what my destination is?" If you can then you are on a par with Jesus. Who other than our true identity the Christ could have shown us this? This is coming directly from that hidden realm, which is from within our resurrected conscious awareness, & it is uttering the very same wisdom & secrets that were once hidden but now revealed to us, as only the Christ identity could impart to us. I think it is very, very wonderful.

"The Father dearly loves the Son and discloses to (shows) Him everything that He Himself does. And He will disclose to Him (let Him see) greater things yet than these, so that you may marvel and be full of wonder and astonishment. Just as the Father raises up the dead - from out of the dust of dualism - and gives them life [makes them live on], even so the Son also gives life to whomever He wills and is pleased to give it. Even the Father judges no one, for He has given all judgement entirely into the hands of the Son," John 5:20-22. Amp.

What a statement, who is the Father disclosing all of this to? The Son, both our individual conscious awareness Christ, plus our corporate Christ self & He is saying to us that as the Father raises up the dead & gives them life; that is raising them out of their graves of ignorance & unbelief of the ADAMIC SLEEP OR DREAM, plus He has given all judgement entirely into the hand of this CORPORATE SON.

"And many of those who SLEEP in the dust of the - their - earth shall awake: some to everlasting life and some to shame and everlasting - olam - contempt and abhorrence." Dan 12:2. Amp.

Once again the dust of the earth is referring to the graves of ignorance & the sleep is referring to the Adamic dream and is an analogy or a parable, as the whole word is in parables for us to decipher. In our last article we quoted from John 5:29 & promised you that we would show you that this verse & the above verse in Daniel mean exactly the same thing. But first of all as it is an almost common understanding that the word olam means eternal or everlasting, we must show you from usage that this is far from the case in most cases - usage is the true deciding factor - no matter where our information is derived, whether it be a concordance or otherwise. First of all it would be good to consider two honest translations.

"And the multitude of those sleeping in the dust of the ground do awake, some to life age-during, and some to reproaches--to abhorrence age-during." Dan 12:2. Young's Literal Translation. Notice age
"From those sleeping in the soil of the ground many shall awake, these to eonian life and these to reproach for eonian repulsion." Dan 12:2. Concordant Literal Version. Notice once again the word eonian & not everlasting.

We are now showing from usage that the word olam means far more or less than we have been led to believe & may I also add, than most translations or translators are willing to admit.

Deuteronomy 32:7 “Remember the days of old [olam]. Joshua 24:2 And Joshua said to all the people, “Thus says the LORD God of Israel: ‘Your fathers, including Terah, the father of Abraham and the father of Nahor, dwelt on the other side of the River in old times [olam];’ 1 Samuel 27:8 And David and his men went up and raided the Geshurites, the Girzites, and the Amalekites. For those nations were the inhabitants of the land from of old [olam], as you go to Shur, even as far as the land of Egypt. NKJV, Job 22:15 Will you keep to the old [olam] way which wicked men have trod NKJV, Isaiah 42:14 “I have held My peace a long time, [olam] NKJV . Exodus 21:6 then his master shall bring him to God. He shall also bring him to the door, or to the doorpost, and his master shall pierce his ear with an awl; and he shall serve him always [olam]. NKJV.

These are just a very few of the many references that are available but will suffice to prove a point. Having now seen by usage that OLAM could never in any way ever mean everlasting or eternal - except by usage - if it is ever applied to mean that God is going to punish any of His creation for ever it is very, very wrong. we can now see that "those who sleep in the dust of the earth shall awake" in the Dan 12:2 verse is meaning exactly to what we referred to in Jn 5:29 in our last article Part 48 as the following shows.

"And the multitude of those sleeping in the dust of the ground do awake, some to life age-during, and some to reproaches--to abhorrence age-during." Dan 12:2. Young's Literal Translation.

This sleep in the dust of the ground, represents any form of religious experience outside of the Secret Place of the Most High experience, which in inner self reality has nothing whatsoever to do with our older first & second realm, outer court or holy place or outer Church perceptions, even though they may be a lead up to us awaking. It is as NIGHT compared to DAY. This is a part of our lowered state of conscious awareness, which is the tree of good & evil within us - our lowered consciousness - as opposed to the tree of life within us - our higher consciousness - this is all a lead up to to the TRUE inner Christ consciousness reality which Peter mentioned was the salvation to be revealed in the last time, IPet 1:5, or the end of the second day message as per. Hosea 6:2. This is what is meant when you hear people referring to their true identity or their mistaken identity, which in actual fact have always been one - in the sense of the veil being rent within us - but we could never believe it. Why? Because most people think that the battle is between the good & the evil on the one tree; but the truth is we have two trees within us, in our garden as we have already mentioned above in this paragraph. "You are a garden enclosed" Song of Sol 4:12. 6:3. The thing that I feel that we must realise is that the true veil that was rent is the veil of His, Christ's flesh. What flesh? There is a natural body & there is a spiritual body, 1Cor 15: 44.

The veil to us is actually our limited dual understanding. Whilst we are in this dual way of thinking we can never move forward. What can I do to change this? Two words! NEW WINE-SKINS a whole new change, nothing else will do it. A whole change up. Years ago we held a position as a cutter
in a furniture factory we had a number of sewing machinists that we tended to. When we had finished the run of one type of lounge suite & we introduced another type, invariably the cry would be change up & the machinists would have to change needles, threads, & many times the machine foots plus tables & supports etc for a completely different operation. The old set up was useless. In this new experience of the Secret or Most Holy Place within, which is where the Kingdom of God is entos within; we need a complete new change up. New wine is not good enough, our thinking needs to be changed, hence we need completely new wine-skins, a mixture is useless. And so we proceed with our thought.

"And they shall come out--those who have practised doing good [will come out] to the resurrection of [new] life, and those who have done evil will be raised for judgement - krisis, a turning point - [raised to meet their sentence]." John 5:29  Amp.

And they shall come out to a resurrection of a new way of being, & in being raised to this new way of living wonderful judgement - krisis, which is a turning point - will take place & it will be a judgement unto VICTORY. This covers anyone in any spiritual condition, do not let the word judgement deter you as God's judgements are always unto victory. Are any of you who are reading this wanting this higher experience? You will find it within & not outside of yourself, you are the true Temple of God. We are serving a wonderful God who has the best interests of all His creation at heart. May God bless you richly.

The Wonder Of Secrets Revealed!

"And it will nevermore be necessary for each one to teach his neighbour and his fellow citizen or each one his brother, saying, Know (perceive, have knowledge of, and get acquainted by experience with) the Lord, for all will know Me, from the smallest to the greatest of them." Heb 8:11. Amp.

It is obvious that this has not yet taken place. I will ask the question why? The answer is that the old way of religious dualistic thinking is still very much alive & with some still standing firm. There is a condition that we come into this wonderful experience, & it is found in the previous verse.

"For this is the covenant that I will make with the house of Israel after those days, says the Lord: I will imprint My laws upon their minds, even upon their innermost thoughts and understanding, and engrave them upon their hearts; and I will be their God, and they shall be My people." Heb 8:10. Amp.

In simple terms there are those who claim to be & those who would be third day believers who are still viewing the Kingdom of God more from the outer or more from what they can see - the five senses - & not from their heart or that which is within themselves. Until the truths & laws & the innermost thoughts & understandings of God are en-graven within our hearts, verse 11 will not become a reality to anyone.

There are three areas in the Tabernacle of Moses, Outer Court, Holy Place & the Most Holy Place, which is applicable to us today. There are three levels of understanding in Gods word also & whether we can receive it or not it is a fact that there is a third level of interpretation to the inspired scriptures besides what many have & still do adhere to. These three most definite levels apply to first our body Outer Court, soul Holy Place, & spirit Most Holy Place. The heart represents that which is deep within. Religiosity, Babylonian & sectarian concepts are things that are always considered from the visual ie, great Cathedrals, great followings or many in numbers etc. It is very interesting to note that we read concerning Israel in Deut 7:7  "The Lord did not set His love upon you and choose you because you were more in number than any other people, for you were the fewest of all people." I see this type or allegory as representing the man-child, even if 144,000 were a literal number as - some would suppose - compared to the population of the present amount of those that would claim allegiance to Jesus Christ - and may God bless each & every one of them - the 144,000 would be very few.

Reading again verse 11, verse 12 goes on to say "For I will be merciful and gracious toward their
sins and I will remember their deeds of unrighteousness no more." Heb 8:12. Amp. Keep in mind that this is after that "all will know me from the smallest to the greatest." Then in verse 13 we read,

"When God speaks of a new [covenant or agreement], He makes the first one obsolete (out of use). And what is obsolete (out of use and annulled because of age) is ripe for disappearance and to be dispensed with altogether." Heb 8:13. Amp.

To be dispensed with altogether. I am asking the question could this be part of the reason that verse 11 has not yet taken place? I would say that it would most definitely have something to do with it. Let us now consider it is that which is to take place in the heart within or with our true Christ identity. In plain terms this is all speaking of that which is happening WITHIN ourselves. We read in this in the following.

"But whenever a person turns [in repentance] to the Lord, the veil is stripped off and taken away." 2Cor 3:16 AMP

Now if we accept the usual understanding of this verse it would mean that anyone who repents is in the Most Holy Place, - while this may be true in theory, as all are in a relationship to him Luke 20:38 - to us we through experience understand that it is a further inner conscious third day reality. So in the light of this please allow me to share what I am seeing with the end of verse 14 through to 18.

"But their minds were hardened. For until this very day, the same veil remains upon the reading of the old covenant, not being uncovered, because it is done away with in Christ. But until today, whenever Moses is read aloud, a veil lies upon their heart, but whenever one turns to the Lord, - fully - the veil is removed. Now the Lord is the Spirit, and where the Spirit of the Lord is, there is freedom. And we all, with unveiled face, reflecting the glory of the Lord, are being transformed into the same image from glory into glory, just as from the Lord, the Spirit." 2Co 3:14-18. Lexham English Bible.

It is my strong opinion that Moses is still being read in most first & second day gatherings - & also within others - more often than we realise, please let me explain. In 1Cor 13:9-10 we are told that our knowledge is fragmentary & our teaching is also incomplete & imperfect. But when the complete & perfect comes the rest will vanish away become antiquated & superseded. Verse 12 Inform us,

"For now we are looking in a mirror that gives only a dim (blurred) reflection [of reality as in a riddle or enigma], but then [when perfection comes] we shall see in reality and face to face! Now I know IN PART (imperfectly), but then I shall know and understand fully and clearly, even in the same manner as I have been fully and clearly known and understood [by God].” 1Co 13:12. Amp.

In my access to different translations, there are at least 15 mentioning the actual words in part, which is in truth meaning PART LAW PART GRACE or part Moses part Pentecostal. Are we now beginning to see what the inspirer of the writer of 2Cor 3:16 was referring to? This is what I believe that the Spirit of revelation was keeping for us when looking down the telescope of time, yes even for this very year, month, week & day. This to myself is why this verse cannot apply experientially to anyone other than in a third day experience. Why? Again I repeat they are still in part law & doing so THEY-ARE-STILL READING-MOSES. God be praised for the spiritual understanding we are receiving. Now I do not doubt that others have understood this particular thought for yonks, but what enthuses me is that to me it is new & encouraging. I would also add; There is not one of us who are at present in a body of flesh that have it all-together, but together it is more than possible to have it all !

The Christ Child is conceived, formed & birthed only within. The cry of my heart, my true Christ self is that all thinking that would tell us that our true experience is outside of our ourselves, needs to be COMPLETELY abolished & discarded. Amen & amen!
Remember Lot's Wife!

Luke 17:32. The end of the previous verse tells us, "Let Him that is in the field not turn back." verse 33 then says, "Whoever tries to preserve his life will lose it, but whoever loses his life will preserve and quicken it."

Whoever tries to preserve that which they once had mnemeion, = a place of remembrance or a memorial, in other words going back & preserving a place of remembrance or of something that they once had & should have been forgotten & discarded; that is the preserving of a memorial.

"But on the very day that Lot went out of Sodom it rained fire and brimstone from heaven and destroyed them all." Luke 17:20 Amp. Thank God there is now a re-enactment of this very verse taking place right now today & shall continue with much white hot love for this is what God's true jealousy consists of & it is this that is destroying the Sodom & Gomorrah of our fleshly soulish realms of sectarian religiosity that would try to take away our true understanding which is, that He is only, I repeat only within US sitting on His throne WITHIN, if we do not yet know it let us realise it today. GOD IS A VERY JEALOUS GOD especially where His chosen ones are concerned & we are meaning in this case initially HIS MANCHILD. We are not ruling out the ALL no, no, no for that is the prime concern of God's heart which was proven in Jn 3:16. For God so LOVED THE WORLD, that He gave. Yes God will have a purified people tried by the fire & brimstone of His white hot love.

"On that day let him who is on the housetop, with his belongings in the house, not come down [and go inside] to carry them away; and likewise let him who is in the field not turn back." Luke 17:31. Amp.

These are dire warnings concerning the coming of the Lord. To me I see that anything that has anything other than our full focus on that which is within forget it do not come down, do not go inside to carry anything away with us & if you are in the field don't turn or look back. Why? Remember Lot's wife.

"By this the Holy Spirit points out that the way into the [true Holy of] Holies is not yet thrown open as long as the former [the outer portion of the] tabernacle remains a recognised institution and is still standing," Heb 9:8. Amp.

The outer portion of the tabernacle is referring only to the Holy Place, which of course is referring to part law & part grace once again. Is still standing! Where? In us of course. In our thinking. This is a very sobering verse. Let us look at this very, very closely, if we are still regarding the outer portion or Holy Place as a recognised institution & it is REMAINING in our thinking which would also include our actions; actions will tell us more than anything as to where we are in our thinking. If this is so then we are told that the Holy of Holies is not yet fully thrown open to us if the former is a recognised institution or whilst it is still standing in our inner thinking and actions. There is only one solution! NEW WINE-SKINS. These wonderful verses are not to be understood as an indictment but more of a protection & direction in guiding us as to how we can rectify our situation if need be.

We also realise that the former or outer portion is referring to our soul which is feminine, ie Most Holy Place = Spirit, Holy Place = soul, Outer court = body. In Rev 12, we read again & again of the woman & this word is from G1135 gune, goo-nay & is from the base of G1096; a woman; specifically a wife: - wife, woman. Remembering that Eve the woman - the soul - was taken out of Adam after he was put into a deep sleep & she then became Adam's wife as a separated entity - which is really our dream or an allegory - & whilst man is still in this state he - the corporate Adam - can never fully awake while he thinks in any remote way that He - his true identity - & his soul - wife - are separated, spiritually - and no matter what we think, or how much we try to psyche ourselves into a manifestation - it will come only as an act of the mighty power & the timing of our God within us, as He in & as the full corporate Son has had this planned since even well before the beginning of time as we know it. For, "By faith Enoch was translated that he should not see death; and was not found, because God had translated him: for before
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his translation he had this testimony, that he pleased God.” Heb 11:5. KJV. And he "was not for God took him.” Gen 5:24. Our other wonderful forerunner Elijah was caught up in a chariot - so to speak - also a definite act of God. So be it & Amen!!

Is Christ Divided!

In the thinking of Judaism there is only one word to explain the soul & spirit for in their language the two are synonymous & to them the two are inseparable or like a coin, two sides or aspects of the one; isn't that interesting! Not so long ago I heard a very interesting description regarding this. "There can never be a true full function of Christ if the soul is operating without the fullness of Spirit." What help are we offered as part of our rectification? More wine? NO!! New wine-skins!

So in the Hebrew way thinking soul and spirit are seen as non divisible. Considering this, for encouragement it ought to be said at this time that; There is no degree of sin or any mistake or failure that can change our true identity or the true Christ seed of our original spiritual birth which & who is our true identity.

Even as any true mother will always forgive her own child, no matter what crime they commit for she can never deny the fact that her child is a very part of her own being. This unbending love is placed there by her Creator, it is a true, & one of the highest reflections of the love of God; It does not matter what crime any of His children commit He cannot forget that they are an intrinsic part of Himself & to deny forgiveness would be to deny what He truly is LOVE; for GOD is the epitome of LOVE. This is why; "When I am lifted up from man's dualistic earthly way of comprehension & I am seen in My TRUE PERSPECTIVE I will draw - drag by love - ALL men unto Myself.” This is my present understanding of John 12:32. There is, & never has been any greater force in existence than the LOVE OF GOD.

This what we have shared directly above concerning the true mother & God the Father is related more deeply than we can imagine as a direct connection between the true woman or wife or soul. The closest thing to the Spirit of God is His wife & He is at present wooing, loving & protecting her with His JEALOUSY or white hot love. And what’s more He will have her & He has gone to all costs to prove it, 1Jn 3:16. "He laid down His life for us." What confidence we can have in such a perfect Lover-Saviour?

What lies behind us and what lies before us, are tiny matters to what lies within us. Emerson.

The Mystic Secret Of Faith!

"They must possess the mystic secret of faith [Christian truth as hidden from ungodly men] with a clear conscience.” 1 Tim 3:9. Amp.

Most people view what is generally known as Christianity from the outer court or holy place understanding, an outer perception of the truth & therefore they are totally unaware that they are looking at & experiencing a delusion of what they think is reality. The reality of the Mystic Secret is that which is only within. One description of the word mystic which I feel will help with our thought is found in the Cambridge English Dictionary, which explains it thus:- Mystic, Obscure to human comprehension; involving some secret meaning or import. The thought that I wish to share is the phrase "obscure to human comprehension." The greatest mystery that is hidden from mankind & the religiosity of the first & second understandings which are made up of most believers, is the real truth that "God was in Christ reconciling the world unto Himself." For if He was in Christ then He is in every man. For we ALL were created in Christ in His very Own Image.

"For we are His workmanship, created - not recreated - in Christ Jesus.” Eph 2:10. NKJV.
"He has made everything beautiful in His time; also He has set eternity in their heart, so that no man - no mortal man - can find out the work that God makes from the beginning to the end." Ecc 3:11 MKJV.

Who is eternal other than God Himself? So if God the Eternal One has placed Himself in our hearts; Who then are we? The KJV did not originally say this, but it is interesting to note that both the MKJV & the NKJV have rectified this along with the AMP, the ESV, the ASV, the ISV, the LITV. I iterate that every one of us were created in His Image, we ALL were created in Christ Jesus & everyone of us have eternity or the Eternal One planted within our very own being & this is the mystic secret of faith that God is now revealing to All men first to the man-child & then through them to the rest of the ALL. I wish now to suggest to all who are reading this article that this is the secret meaning or import that God is now imparting to many in their Holy Place comprehension; incidentally many things because of our limited understanding have been misunderstood & scoffed at in time past simply because of our ignorance. This word mystery or mystic also has another connotation in Strong-s # G3466, the word musterion moos-tay'-ree-on a secret or “mystery” (through the idea of silence imposed by initiation into religious rites): - mystery. In other words this cannot be understood by the natural or even the religious man, we will see this only by initiation of the spirit. This also clarifies the answer to the question that the verse "every man in his own order" raises as found in 1Cor 15:23. Please notice carefully every man in his own rank or turn or time. NO ONE IS EXCLUDED. Glorious plus wonderful.

Finding The True High Life; Within!

"Whoever finds his [lower] life will lose it [the higher life], and whoever loses his [lower] life on My account will find it [the higher life].” Mat 10:39. Amp.

A lot of people who seem to have no problems financially, & seem to live in leisure without a care in the world have at times been accused of living the HIGH life. This may be a state that is coveted by many but according to the inspired scripture is far from the truth & is really a total delusion. There is certainly a high life & it is the most wonderful experience that you will ever find whilst you are a resident in this present mundane earthly experience & this high life can be yours to be with you for the rest of your eternal existence & can be yours also to take with you no matter what or where your destination may be, for it is found in the entity of Christ Jesus who was not just a man but was & is The Mighty Creator, God Himself revealed to us IN THE FLESH, & if you can receive it is actually a very real part of your being, whether or not you have or not had any previous spiritual or religious experience ever. Hear these very pertinent words "God was in Christ reconciling THE WORLD - you & I - unto Himself."

"And a man's foes will be they of his own household. He who loves [and takes more pleasure in] father or mother more than [in] Me is not worthy of Me; and he who loves [and takes more pleasure in] son or daughter more than [in] Me is not worthy of Me; And he who does not take up his cross and follow Me [cleave steadfastly to Me, conforming wholly to My example in living and, if need be, in dying also] is not worthy of Me.” Mat 10:36-38. Amp.

The above three verses certainly can apply naturally but are we not told that "without a parable He said nothing unto them" Mt 13:34. How much more would this apply in the third day understanding.

A man's foes will be of his own household or in his or her own spiritual house. He who loves father or mother more than Me, meaning that if in importance, we hold more dearly our natural birth than we do our spiritual Gen 1:27 origin which is our original spiritual inception, then we are to change! Also in love we are admonished if we are taking pleasure regarding our son or daughter that we have begotten in our own spiritual house; What thoughts & ideas & pet doctrines sons & daughters have we conjured up, given birth to & made truth, our own truth & made excuses for & put it before our Christ? What are we told if we do? The last thirteen words tell us very clearly, HE WHO DOES NOT TAKE UP HIS CROSS IS NOT WORTHY OF ME! Come on fellow readers are these not admonitions for our very own spiritual
health & well being? What is to be our response? When Joshua returned from his trip from Canaan it was all or nothing & he almost suffered stoning from his very own fellow leaders. Subsequently however for having "wholly followed the Lord." he not only escaped destruction but also received divine assurance which was unique to himself & Caleb of entering the promised land. Why? "Hold fast that which thou hast" was his attitude, it is interesting that God Himself warned Joshua of a coming apostasy, but promised him a successful accomplishment of the conquest.

Even as David's own wife despised him, so those closest to us may be those who despise us. But know this from what I have experienced & read this is for two reasons; one it keeps us humble; two if we are to take an example from any of the prophets; When were they ever popular? Whenever they were, it seems that they were off the message.

As in the case of the salmon it is a long hard swim upstream, the flow is against him most of the time. Now we can look at this from the fleshly perspective & almost lose heart, but the simple spiritual truth of the matter is that the salmon can do nothing else but obey that desire which God has put within him & that is he must return to his source & that is where he was born; Why? THAT HE MAY REPRODUCE! Is this not a perfect example of ourselves, we must return to our source, to where we were first conceived, EDEN that original spiritual place in God, That we may reproduce, or; THAT THE REST OF MEN MAY SEEK THE LORD. We cannot help ourselves, it is innate in every one of us. We must lose that lower our lower life - flesh - on His account that we can fully see our higher life within, it may be at times a struggle but our true self the Christ within will always in time as with our wonderful Jacob the supplanter prevail in every one of us.

The cross is something that goes across or against, against the flesh man or the natural man & this is the way it was planned. I ask us all is there anything worthwhile attaining without a struggle, there must be a struggle to have true victory, a spoilt child has everything handed to him on a platter; What satisfaction of accomplishment can be gained in this. Take heart true ones there are wonderful unutterable even unthinkable victories up ahead for all of us. Now one of the secrets to our success is spending time in meditation with our inner true self, "they that wait upon the Lord shall renew their strength" & in these present days do we not need to increase our resurrected conscious awareness now more than ever.

"I will cry to God Most High, Who performs on my behalf and rewards me [Who brings to pass His purposes for me and surely completes them]!" Psa 57:2 Amp.

May God's richest be your portion.

Written by Ralph Knowles, November 2012.
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www.rwknowles.com

If we have been prone to human error in this article it is not purposely, & I trust that a little kindness would allow for any fault, & that we will consider & imbibe the better or spiritual part of that which is presented & intended. RWK.